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HIGHER ORDER DUALITY AND TORIC
EMBEDDINGS
by Alicia DICKENSTEIN,
Sandra DI ROCCO & Ragni PIENE (*)

Abstract. — The notion of higher order dual varieties of a projective variety,
introduced by Piene in 1983, is a natural generalization of the classical notion of
projective duality. In this paper we study higher order dual varieties of projective
toric embeddings. We express the degree of the second dual variety of a 2-jet
spanned embedding of a smooth toric threefold in geometric and combinatorial
terms, and we classify those whose second dual variety has dimension less than
expected. We also describe the tropicalization of all higher order dual varieties of
an equivariantly embedded (not necessarily normal) toric variety.
Résumé. — La notion de variété duale d’ordre supérieur d’une variété projective,
introduite par Piene en 1983, est une généralisation naturelle de la notion classique
de dualité projective. Dans cet article, nous étudions les variétés duales d’ordre
supérieur d’une immersion torique projective. Nous exprimons le degré de la variété
duale d’ordre 2 d’une immersion 2-jet régulière, lisse et de dimension 3 en termes
géometriques et combinatoires, et nous donnons une classification des variétés ayant
une variété duale d’ordre 2 de dimension plus petite que celle attendue. Nous
décrivons aussi la tropicalisation des variétés duales de tout ordre d’une variété
torique immergée de façon équivariante (pas nécessairement normale).
Dedicated to the memory of our friend Mikael Passare (1959–2011)

1. Introduction
Projective duality of algebraic varieties is a classical subject in algebraic
geometry. Given an embedding X ,→ Pm (over an algebraically closed field
of characteristic 0), the Zariski closure of the set of hyperplanes H ∈ Pm ∨
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tangent to X at a smooth point is an irreducible variety called the dual
variety and denoted by X ∨ . There is a natural generalization of projective
duality, introduced in [26]. One defines the k-th dual variety X (k) ⊂ Pm ∨
of X ⊂ Pm as the Zariski closure of the set of hyperplanes tangent to X to
the order k at some smooth point x ∈ X (see Definition 2.1.)
The purpose of this paper is to introduce higher order dual varieties for
toric embeddings and give different characterizations. Projective duality for
toric varieties is of particular interest because of the connection with convex
geometry and combinatorics.
Consider a (non-degenerate) embedding of a projective variety X ,→ Pm .
For k = 1, the expected codimension of the dual variety X ∨ = X (1) is
1. When this is not the case, X is said to be (dual) defective. Defective
embeddings have been studied and classified (see e.g. [13, 14] and, for the
toric case, [9, 4]). A combinatorial characterization of the dimension, as
well as a positive formula (that is, a formula involving only positive terms)
for the degree of the dual variety of toric embeddings via tropical geometry,
were recently given in [11].
Likewise, for any k, the expected dimension of X (k) equals m + n − `,
where n = dim(X) and ` is the generic rank of the k-jet map (see Definition
2.2). Then X is said to be k-defective when X (k) has lower dimension than
expected. Typical examples of varieties that are k-defective for k > 2 are
scrolls. Higher order dual varieties of scrolls over curves have been studied
in [27] and [23]. Notice that in this case the osculating spaces do not have
maximal dimension (see Example 2.3.) We shall mainly restrict our attention
to k-jet spanned embeddings, i.e., embeddings
with the property that the

k-jet map has maximal rank ` = n+k
at
every
smooth point. However, in
n
Section 4 we shall examine the case of rational normal scrolls, which are
typical examples of embeddings that are not k-jet spanned.
Smooth k-jet spanned embeddings of surfaces which are k-defective have
been classified in [20]. In fact, there is only one defective case, namely
(P2 , O(k)). This result generalizes the classification of dual defective smooth
surfaces. In Corollary 3.10 we extend this classification to smooth toric
threefolds for k = 2. Furthermore, we give in Theorem 3.7 a formula for
the degree of the second dual variety in terms of combinatorially defined
quantities (see also Corollary 3.9). We summarize these results in the
following statement.
Let (X, L) be a 2-jet spanned toric embedding of a smooth threefold,
corresponding to a 2-regular lattice polytope P of dimension three (cf.
Definition 3.2 and Proposition 3.3 for the notion of 2-regularity). Then X
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is 2-defective if and only if (X, L) = (P3 , O(2)), in which case the second
dual variety X (2) is empty. Moreover:
1) deg X (2) = 120 if (X, L) = (P3 , O(3)).
2) deg X (2) = 6(8(a+b+c)−7) if (X, L) = (P(OP1 (a), OP1 (b), OP1 (c)), 2ξ),
where a, b, c > 1 and ξ denotes the tautological line bundle.
3) In all other cases,
deg2 X (2) = 62 Vol(P ) − 57F + 28E − 8V + 58 Vol(P ◦ ) + 51F1 + 20E1
where Vol(P ), F, E (resp. Vol(P ◦ ), F1 , E1 ) denote the (lattice)
volume, area of facets, length of edges of P (resp. of the convex
hull of the interior lattice points of P ), and V is the number of
vertices of P . (The definition of deg2 X (2) is given in (2.3), cf. also
Proposition 2.5.)
A (not necessarily normal) non-degenerate equivariantly embedded projective toric variety is rationally parameterized by monomials with exponents
a lattice point configuration A = {r0 , . . . , rm } ⊂ Zn (see [17]). That is,
A is a subset of the lattice points in the lattice polytope P = Conv(A).
We denote this variety by XA . In Section 5 we give the description of the
(k)
tropicalization trop(XA ) of the k-th dual variety of XA for any k. By a
(k)
result of Bieri and Groves [3], trop(XA ) is a rational polyhedral fan of the
same dimension as
(k)

XA ∩ {x ∈ Pm ∨ , xi 6= 0 for all i = 0, . . . , m}.
(k)

In Theorems 5.3 and 5.6 we present characterizations of trop(XA ), which
are direct generalizations of the corresponding results for the classical dual
variety obtained in [11, 12]. This leads to a combinatorial characterization
of the dimension and to a positive formula for the degree of higher dual
varieties (cf. Remark 5.5).

2. Higher order dual varieties
Let ι : X ,→ Pm be an embedding of a complex non-degenerate algebraic
variety of dimension n. The k-th dual variety X (k) ⊂ Pm ∨ of ι is the Zariski
closure of the set of hyperplanes tangent to X to the order k at some smooth
point x ∈ X. Let us make the concept of tangency to a certain order more
precise. Recall that a hyperplane H is tangent to X at a smooth point x if
and only if H contains the embedded tangent space TX,x . Let (x1 , ..., xn )
be a local system of coordinates around x, so that the maximal ideal is
mx = (x1 , ..., xn ) in OX,x , and let L := ι∗ (OPm (1)).
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The vector space L/mk+1
L is the fibre at x ∈ X of the k-th principal
x
k
parts (or jet) sheaf PX
(L), which has generic rank n+k
n . We identify
m+1
H 0 (Pm , O(1)) ⊗ OX ' OX
. The k-th jet map (of coherent sheaves)
m+1
k
jk : OX
→ PX
(L)

is given fiberwise by the linear map jk,x : H 0 (Pm , O(1)) → H 0 (X, L) →
H 0 (X, L/mk+1
L), induced by the map of OX -modules L → L/mk+1
L. So
x
x
if s ∈ H 0 (X, L), jk,x (s) is the Taylor series expansion up to order k of
s with respect to the local coordinates x1 , . . . , xn . In the natural basis
k
{1, dx1 , . . . , dxn , . . . , dxkn } for PX
(L)x , it can be written as
jk,x (s) = (s(x),

∂s
1 ∂2s
∂s
1 ∂2s
(x), . . . ,
(x), . . .).
(x), . . . ,
(x),
2
∂x1
∂xn
2 ∂x1
2 ∂x2n

1
Thus, P(Im(j1,x )) = P(PX
(L)x ) = TX,x ∼
= Pn is the embedded tangent
space at the point x. More generally, the linear space P(Im(jk,x )) = TkX,x is
called the k-th osculating space at x.

Definition 2.1. — We say that a hyperplane H is tangent to X to
order k at a smooth point x if TkX,x ⊆ H. The k-th dual variety is
X (k) := {H ∈ Pm ∨ | H ⊇ TkX,x for some x ∈ Xsm }.

(2.1)

In particular, X (1) = X ∨ . Alternatively, one can define X (k) as the closure
of the image of the map
γk : P((Ker jk )∨ |Xk−cst ) → Pm ∨ ,

(2.2)

where Xk−cst denotes the open set of X where the rank of jk is constant.
Note that X (k) ⊆ X (k−1) . Moreover, X (2) is contained in the singular locus
of X ∨ , since a necessary condition for a point H ∈ X ∨ to be smooth, is that
the intersection H ∩ X has a singular point of multiplicity 2: if H ⊇ TkX,x
for k > 2, then H ∩ X has a singular point of multiplicity > k + 1.
Definition 2.2. — We say that the embedding ι : X ,→ Pm is k-jet
spanned at a smooth point x ∈ Xif the k-th osculating space to X at x
has the maximal dimension, n+k
− 1, or, equivalently, the map jk,x is
k
surjective. We say that ι is k-jet spanned if it is k-jet spanned at all smooth
points x ∈ X.
Example 2.3. — Consider the Segre embedding Pt × Ps ,→ P(t+1)(s+1)−1 .
Any hyperplane section is given, locally around a smooth point with local
coordinates (x1 , . . . xt , y1 , . . . , ys ), by the vanishing of a polynomial of the
Pt
Ps
P
form c0 + i=1 ci0 xi + j=0 c0j yj + i=1,...t,j=1,...s cij xi yj . One sees that
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dim T2X,x = (t + 1)(s + 1) − 1 <
to

∂2
∂x2i

and

∂2
∂yj2

s+t+2
2
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− 1. In fact, the 2-jets corresponding

are not “generated by the embedding.”

If the embedding ι is (generically)
k-jet spanned, the (generic) rank of jk

n+k
is maximal, namely k . When ι is generically k-jet spanned and the map
γk : P(Ker jk∨ ) → Pm ∨ is generically finite, the dimension of X (k) is equal

to m + n − n+k
k . When the general fibers of γk have positive dimension,
the k-dual variety has lower dimension than expected, and in this case we
say that the embedding is k-defective, with positive k-dual defect


n+k
def k (X) := m + n −
− dim X (k) .
n
When X (k) has the expected dimension, we set
degk X (k) := deg(γk ) deg X (k) .

(2.3)

The notion of k-jet spannedness at a point can be generalized in the
following way.
Definition 2.4. — An embedding ι : X ,→ Pm , with L = ι∗ O(1), is said
to be k-jet ample if for every collection of points x1 , . . . , xt ∈ X and integers
P
k1 , . . . , kt such that
ki = k + 1, the map H 0 (Pm , O(1)) → H 0 (X, L) →
⊕ti=1 H 0 (X, L/mkxii L) is surjective.
Note that 1-jet ampleness is the same as very ampleness. For more details
and characterizations of k-jet ampleness for several classes of embeddings
we refer the reader to [8, 1].
The following is essentially proven in Theorem 1.4 and Proposition 2.4
in [19]. We give a proof for completeness, and in order to include (c). As
usual, ci (E) denotes the ith Chern class of a vector bundle E.
Proposition 2.5. — Assume X is a smooth variety of dimension n, and
that the embedding ι : X ,→ Pm is k-jet spanned. Then
k
(a) the embedding ι is k-defective if and only if cn (PX
(L)) = 0;
k
(b) if ι is not k-defective, then degk X (k) = cn (PX
(L));
(c) if ι is generically (k + 1)-jet spanned, then the embedding is not
k-defective;
(d) if ι is (k + 1)-jet ample, then deg(γk ) = 1, and thus degk X (k) =
deg X (k) .
m+1
k
Proof. — Let Kk denote the kernel of the kth jet map jk : OX
→ PX
(L).

n+k
k
Because X is smooth, PX (L) is a locally free sheaf, with rank k . Then,
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since ι is k-jet spanned and thus
 jk is surjective, the sheaf Kk is also locally
free, with rank m + 1 − n+k
k . So the sequence
m+1
k
0 → Kk → OX
→ PX
(L) → 0

is exact. Set π : P(Kk∨ ) → X, and consider the composed map
γk : P(Kk∨ ) ⊂ X × Pm ∨ → Pm ∨ .
Then X (k) is equal to the image of γk and OP(Kk∨ ) (1) = γk∗ OPm∨ (1). From
the exact sequence above we have
k
c(PX
(L)) = c(Kk )−1 ,

and since c(Kk )−1 = s(Kk∨ ), where s denotes the Segre class, we have
k
cn (PX
(L)) = sn (Kk∨ ) = π∗ c1 (OP(Kk∨ ) (1))n+m−(

n+k
k

),

where the last equality is a well known expression
 for the nth Segre class.
(a) and (b): Assume dim X (k) = m+n− n+k
−def k (X), with def k (X) >
k
n+m−(n+k
k ) | (k) = 0, therefore
0. Then, for dimension reasons, c1 (OPm∨ (1))
X
n+k
k
c1 (OP(Kk∨ ) (1))n+m−( k ) = 0, and hence also cn (PX
(L)) = 0.

Assume instead that dim X (k) = m + n − n+k
k . Then γk is generically
finite, and
deg γk · deg X (k) = c1 (OP(Kk∨ ) (1))n+m−(

n+k
k

) = π c (O ∨ (1))n+m−(n+k
k )
∗ 1
P(Kk )

k
= cn (PX
(L)).

(c): Assume now that the embedding ι is (k + 1)-jet spanned, i.e., that the
map H 0 (X, L) → H 0 (X, L/mk+2
L) is surjective for general x ∈ X. This
x
implies that the section of a general hyperplane tangent to order k at such
a point x, is, locally around x, of the form
X
s=
at1 ,...,tn Πn1 xtii + higher degree terms .
P
ti =k+1

In other words, it can be identified with a general element of the complete
linear system |OPn−1 (k + 1)|. If the map γk had positive dimensional general
fibers, then the generic element s should have a singularity at a point y
near x, with y 6= x. By Bertini’s theorem, this point should lie in the base
locus of the complete system |OPn−1 (k + 1)|, which is base point free.
(d): If the embedding is (k + 1)-jet ample, then it is (k + 1)-jet spanned,
and thus, by (c), not k-defective, i.e., the map γk has zero-dimensional
general fibers. As before, assume that a hyperplane H is tangent to X at x
to order k, then H := (s = 0), for some s ∈ H 0 (L ⊗ mk+1
). By Bertini’s
x
theorem, any other singular point y with γk (x) = γk (y) would have to lie
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in the base locus of the system |L ⊗ mk+1
|. But the (k + 1)-jet ampleness
x
implies that
H 0 (X, L ⊗ mk+1
) → H 0 (X, L ⊗ mk+1
/my L)
x
x
is surjective for every y =
6 x, and thus the system is base point free. Therefore
deg(γk ) = 1.

We shall denote by ΩX the sheaf of Käbler differentials on a variety X.
If X is smooth, we let TX := Ω∨
X denote the tangent bundle of X, and
i
ci := ci (TX ) = (−1) ci (ΩX ) the ith Chern class of X. Note that c1 = −KX ,
where KX = c1 (ΩX ) is the class of the canonical divisor. For L a line bundle
on X, we set L := c1 (L).
Let (X, L) be a 2-jet spanned embedded smooth surface. It is shown in
2
of [19, p. 4829] that c2 (PX
(L)) = 53 (3L − 2c1 )2 + 3c2 − c21 . For a smooth
threefold, we get the following result.
Proposition 2.6. — Assume (X, L) is a 2-jet spanned embedding of a
smooth threefold. Then, deg X ∨ = 4L3 − 3c1 L2 + 2c2 L − c3 and
2
c3 (PX
(L)) = 120L3 − 180c1 L2 + 48c2 L + 72c21 L − 7c31 − 20c1 c2 − 8c3 .

Proof. — The exact sequences
i−1
i
0 → S i ΩX ⊗ L → PX
(L) → PX
(L) → 0

(2.4)

allow one to recursively compute the Chern classes of the twisted jet bundles
in terms of those of X and L. We get
1
c1 (PX
(L)) =4L − c1
1
c2 (PX
(L)) =c2 (ΩX ⊗ L) + c1 (ΩX ⊗ L)L = 6L2 − 3c1 L + c2
1
c3 (PX
(L)) =c3 (ΩX ⊗ L) + c2 (ΩX ⊗ L)L = 4L3 − 3c1 L2 + 2c2 L − c3 .

It follows that
2
1
c1 (PX
(L)) =c1 (S 2 ΩX ⊗ L) + c1 (PX
(L)) = 10L − 5c1
2
1
1
c2 (PX
(L)) =c2 (S 2 ΩX ⊗ L) + c2 (PX
(L)) + c1 (S 2 ΩX ⊗ L)c1 (PX
(L))

=45L2 − 45c1 L + 6c2 + 9c21
2
1
c3 (PX
(L)) =c3 (S 2 ΩX ⊗ L) + c3 (PX
(L))
1
1
+ c2 (S 2 ΩX ⊗ L)c1 (PX
(L)) + c1 (S 2 ΩX ⊗ L)c2 (PX
(L))

=120L3 − 180c1 L2 + 48c2 L + 72c21 L − 7c31 − 20c1 c2 − 8c3 .
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It is a classical result for projective varieties (in characteristic 0) that a
general tangent hyperplane is tangent along a linear subspace of the variety,
or in other words, a general contact locus is a linear space. These contact
loci are naturally identified with the fibers of γ1 . If the embedding is not
defective, then the general fibers of γ1 are 0-dimensional, hence equal to one
point, which implies that γ1 is birational. For higher order tangency, it is not
clear what to expect of the higher contact loci, i.e., of the general fibers of
γk . One might intuitively search for k-defective embeddings among varieties
containing linear spaces embedded as higher order Veronese varieties. The
following example shows that this intuition is in fact wrong.
Example 2.7. — Let a, b, c > 1 and O(a), O(b), O(c), the corresponding
line bundles on P1 . Consider X = P(O(a)⊕O(b)⊕O(c)), with the embedding
given by the line bundle L = 2ξ, where ξ is the tautological bundle. Observe
that the embedding given by 2ξ is 2-jet spanned. Let F denote the class of a
fiber of the projection X → P1 , ` = c1 (ξ), and ci = (−1)i ci (ΩX ), i = 1, 2, 3.
Set x = a + b + c. As X is a P2 -bundle over P1 , we have c3 = 6, c1 c2 =
24, c31 = 54. Then, L = 2`, `3 = x, F `2 = 1. Moreover, c1 = 3` − (x − 2)F ,
c2 = 3`2 − 2(x − 3)F `, c21 = 9`2 − 6(x − 2)F `, c21 L = 6(x + 4), c2 L = 2(x + 6),
1
and c1 L2 = 8(x + 1). The degree deg X ∨ = c3 (PX
(L)) of the dual variety
is equal to
4L3 −3c1 L2 +2c2 L−c3 = 4·8x−3·8(x+1)+2·2(x+6)−6 = 6(2(a+b+c)−1).
The second dual variety is also non defective since
2
c3 (PX
(L)) =120L3 − 180c1 L2 + 48c2 L + 72c21 L − 7c31 − 20c1 c2 − 8c3

=6(8(a + b + c) − 7).

3. Second dual varieties of smooth toric threefolds
Our aim in this section is to characterize the degree of the second dual
varieties of 2-spanned smooth toric embeddings in combinatorial terms.
Before presenting our main results (Theorem 3.7 and Corollary 3.10), we
need to recall some background notions and previous results.
3.1. Preliminaries
Recall that a toric variety of dimension n is a (not necessarily normal)
algebraic variety containing an algebraic torus (C∗ )n as Zariski open set
and such that the multiplicative self-action of the torus extends to the
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whole variety X. A lattice point configuration (i.e., a finite subset) A =
{r0 , . . . , rm } ⊂ Zn defines a map ιA : (C∗ )n → Pm , by sending x =
rj

(x1 , ..., xn ) 7→ (xr0 : · · · : xrm ), where xri = Πxj i if ri = (ri1 , . . . , rin ). The
Zariski-closure of Im(ιA ) is a projective toric variety which we denote by
XA . The associated ample line bundle will be denoted by LA . Note that
the dimension of XA equals the dimension of the affine span of A. We will
assume without loss of generality that ZA = Zn .
Example 3.1. — Let d ∈ N and consider the



1 1 1 1 ···
1


d
B =  0 1 2 3 ···
, C = 
d(d−1)
0 0 1 3 ···
2
Then, C = M B, where M ∈ GL(3, Q) is

1 0
M = 0 1
0 1

following matrices
1 1 1 1 ···
0 1 2 3 ···
0 1 4 9 ···


1
d .
d2

the matrix

0
0 .
2

Let B, C be the respective configurations of column vectors. Then XB = XC ,
with the only difference that ιB is 1 to 1 while ιC is 2 to 1.
We will call an equivariant embedding of a toric variety a toric embedding.
Non-degenerate toric embeddings are in one to one correspondence with
lattice configurations up to affine equivalence.
In this section we will assume that A ⊂ Zn is a point configuration
such that P = Conv(A) is a smooth lattice polytope of dimension n and
A = P ∩ Zn . Such a configuration gives a smooth toric embedding. We shall
be concerned with k-jet spanned smooth toric embeddings, which have a
simple characterization in terms of the corresponding polytope.
Definition 3.2. — A lattice polytope is called k-regular if all its edges
have length at least k.
The following proposition was proved in [8, Thm. 4.2, p.179; Prop. 4.5, p.
181]:
Proposition 3.3. — Let P be a smooth lattice polytope in Rn of
dimension n and set A = P ∩ Zn . The following statements are equivalent:
(a) The polytope P = Conv(A) is k-regular.
(b) The toric embedding defined by A is k-jet spanned.
(c) The toric embedding defined by A is k-jet ample.
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Observe for example that the Segre embedding in Example 2.3 is a smooth
toric embedding, associated to the configuration of all the lattice points
in the polytope ∆s × ∆t , where ∆m denotes the unimodular simplex of
dimension m. In this case, all edges have length 1. The embedding is indeed
not 2-jet spanned.
Remark 3.4. — For a k-jet spanned embedding (X, L) of dimension
k
n, the fact that the map jk is surjective implies
that PX
(L) is globally

1 k+n
k
generated. It follows that det(PX (L)) = k n+1 (kKX + (n + 1)L) is globally
generated and thus kKX +(n+1)L is nef. (Recall that a line bundle (divisor)
on a variety X is called nef if it intersects every curve non-negatively.)
For toric manifolds more is true: a characterization by Mustaţă (see [25])
implies that if LA defines a k-jet spanned toric smooth embedding, then
kKX + (n + 1)LA is ample, unless (X, LA ) = (Pn , OPn (k)). This can be
restated as follows: if P 6= k∆n is a smooth convex lattice polytope of
dimension n which is k-regular, then the convex hull Conv(int(mP )) of the
interior lattice points of the m-th dilated polytope mP is a lattice polytope
normally equivalent to P (i.e., they have the same inner normal fan) for
m > d n+1
k e.
As we saw in Proposition 2.5, for a k-jet spanned embedding, the top
k
Chern class of the k-th jet bundle PX
(L)) is 0 if and only if the embedding
is k-defective. When it is not 0, it is positive, and is related to the degree
k
of X (k) . From the exact sequences (2.4) it follows that cn (PX
(L)) can
i
be expressed as a polynomial in the Chern classes ci = (−1) ci (ΩX ) and
L = c1 (L).
Recall that the Chern classes of a toric variety X corresponding to a
polytope P can be expressed in the following way (see e.g. [5, Cor. 11.8]):
ci =

X

[F ],

F ⊆P, codim(F )=i

where we denote by [F ] the class of the invariant subvariety of X associated
to the face F . Toric intersection theory then gives
ci Ln−i =

X

Vol(F ),

F ⊆P, codim(F )=i

where Vol(F ) means the lattice volume measured with respect to the
lattice induced by Zn in the linear span of F . For example, for an edge ξ,
Vol(ξ) = |ξ ∩ Zn | − 1.
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In the case of k = 1, we saw in Proposition 2.5 that
1
deg X ∨ = cn (PX
(L)) =

n
X

(−1)i (n − i + 1)ci Ln−i ,

i=0

where the last equality can be obtained from the exact sequence (2.4) with
i = 1. Thus we recover the following combinatorial expression [17, Thm.
2.8, Ch. 9], [9]:
X
(−1)codim(F ) (dim(F ) + 1) Vol(F ),
deg X ∨ =
F ⊆P

where the sum is taken over all faces F of P . In fact, this formula extends
to the non-smooth case, with an extra integer factor in each term [24].
For a lattice polytope P = Conv(A) we will use the following notation:
X
X
V = # vertices of P, E =
Vol(ξ), F =
Vol(F ).
ξ edge of P

F facet of P

Then we have
Ln = Vol(P ), c1 Ln−1 = F, cn−1 L = E, cn = V.
Remark 3.5. — Higher duals of smooth projective surfaces were studied
and classified by Lanteri and Mallavibarrena in [19]. Using the sequences
(2.4) they computed



1 k+3
k
c2 (PX (L)) =
(3L − kc1 )2 + 3c2 − c21 ,
3
4
and showed that the right hand side expression is zero only when (X, L) =
k
(P2 , O(k)). Since (see Prop. 2.5) degk X (k) = c2 (PX
(L)) if (X, L) is k-jet
2
spanned, they concluded that (P , O(k)) is the only such k-defective surface.
In the special case of toric surfaces this can be seen as follows. Let P be
the polytope corresponding to the toric embedding (X, L). If P = k∆2 , then
X is k-defective (since X (k) = ∅ in this case). So assume P 6= k∆2 . Then
(see Remark 3.4) 3L − kc1 is very ample, and therefore (3L − kc1 )2 > 0.
Now c2 = V is the number of vertices of P and, by Noether’s formula
c21 + c2 = 12χ(OX ) = 12, we get c21 = 12 − V(cf. Corollary 7.4 in [5], based
on previous work of Demazure [7] for the vanishing of higher cohomologies
of the structural sheaf). Hence 3c2 − c21 = 4(V − 3) > 0 and we see that
k
c2 (PX
(L)) > 0.
Note that we also get an expression in terms of the polytope:



k+3
1
degk X (k) =
3 Vol(P ) − 2kE − (k 2 − 4)V + 4(k 2 − 1) .
4
3
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3.2. New results for threefolds
In dimension n > 3, basically nothing is known for higher order dual
varieties, except for the case of rational normal scrolls, which were studied
in [27]. In the following we consider 2-jet spanned toric embeddings of
threefolds. We give a classification of those that are 2-defective and a
formula for the degree of the second dual varieties of those that are not.
Adjoint polytopes of toric embeddings (XA , LA ) provide a powerful
classification tool. These are the polytopes associated to the line bundles
rKA + jLA for different values of r, j. In [10] smooth 3-dimensional polytopes with no interior lattice points are classified using the classification of
embeddings with high nef-value given by Fujita [16]. (For the definition of
nef-value, see e.g. [2, p. 25].) We refer to [10, Theorem 5.1] for more details.
A simple consequence is the following.
Lemma 3.6. — Let LA define a 2-jet spanned embedding of a smooth
toric threefold XA . If KA + LA is not nef, then the only possibilities are:
(a) Conv(A) = 2∆3 , 3∆3 , i.e., (XA , LA ) = (P3 , O(a)), a = 2, 3.
(b) (XA , LA ) = (P(OP1 (a) ⊕ OP1 (b) ⊕ OP1 (c), 2ξ), with a, b, c > 2.
Proof. — If KA + LA is not nef, then the nef-value τ (LA ) > 1 = n − 2.
According to the classification in [10, Theorem 5.1], the only possibilities
for P = Conv(A) are:
• P = 2∆3 , 2∆3 as in (a).
• A Cayley sum of the form P = P0 ? P1 ? P2 , where Pi are parallel
segments. These polytopes contain edges of length 1 and thus are
not 2-regular, by Proposition 3.3.
• There is a smooth polytope P 0 such that P 0 = P ∪ ∆2 (i.e., P is a
blowup polytope). Such a P is not 2-regular since it contains three
edges of length 1.
• The polytope associated to KA + 2LA is a point. Then XA is not
2-jet spanned, since in that case KA + 2LA would have been ample.
• There is a projection P  2∆2 , and the pre-images of the vertices are
parallel segments. Then XA is of the form XA = P(E) = P(OP1 (a)⊕
OP1 (b) ⊕ OP1 (c)). If P is 2-regular, the segments must have length
at least 2. Notice that P(E) ∼
= P((OP1 (a) ⊕ OP1 (b) ⊕ OP1 (c)) ⊗ H), for
1
any line bundle H on P . Under this isomorphism, ξE⊗H is identified
with ξE ⊗ π ∗ (−H), where π : P(E) → P1 is the projection map. It
follows that we can assume that we are in case (b).
• P = A0 ? A1 is a Cayley sum, where Ai are smooth polygons. Since
P contains edges of length 1, P is not 2-regular.
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Recall that a nef line bundle on a smooth algebraic variety is big if and
only if its degree is positive. For a toric embedding (XA , LA ) corresponding
to P = Conv(A), this means the following. Assume LA is an ample line
bundle on the toric variety XA such that KXA + LA is nef. Then the adjoint
polytope Conv(int(P )) to P (corresponding to KXA + LA ) has positive
volume if and only if it is of maximal dimension.
We will use the following notation. Recall that P = Conv(A) and A =
P ∩ Z. Denote by P ◦ := Conv(int(P ) ∩ Z3 ) the convex hull of the set of
interior lattice points of P , and set
X
X
E1 :=
Vol(ξ), F1 :=
Vol(F ).
ξ edge of P ◦

F facet of P ◦

Theorem 3.7. — Let (X, L) := (XA , LA ) be a 2-jet spanned toric
embedding of a smooth threefold. Assume KX + L is nef. Then
deg2 X (2) = 62 Vol(P )−57F +28E −8V +58 Vol(P ◦ )+51F1 +20E1 . (3.1)
Proof. — We have Vol(P ) = L3 , F = c1 L2 , E = c2 L, and V = c3 .
Recall that by Riemann–Roch’s theorem, we know that for a threefold
1
X, χ(OX ) = 24
c1 c2 . Since X is toric, by Demazure vanishing [7, Prop. 6,
p. 564] (see [5, Cor. 7.4, p. 129]) we have χ(OX ) = 1. Hence we get c1 c2 = 24.
Moreover, Vol(P ◦ ) = (L − c1 )3 , F1 = c1 (L − c1 )2 , and E1 = c2 (L − c1 ). This
allows us to express c31 and c21 L in terms of volumes:
c31 =2 Vol(P ◦ ) − 2 Vol(P ) + 3F + 3F1 ,
c21 L = Vol(P ◦ ) − Vol(P ) + 2F + F1 .
We then obtain the formula in the statement of the Theorem from the
2
Chern class formula for c3 (PX
(L)) given in Proposition 2.6.

Example 3.8. — If P is a cube with edge lengths 2, then (XP , LP ) =
(P1 × P1 × P1 , O(2, 2, 2)). Then Vol(P ) = 3!8 = 48, F = 6 · 2 · 4 = 48,
E = 12 · 2 = 24, V = 8. As int(P ) is a point, Vol(P ◦ ) = F1 = E1 = 0. Hence
deg2 X (2) = 62 Vol(P ) − 57F + 28E − 8V = 848.
As we saw in the proof of Theorem 3.7, the Chern numbers of a toric
threefold with KX + L nef, can be expressed in terms of volumes of P and
its first adjoint polytope P ◦ . In fact, if we take any r such that KX + rL
is nef, then we have rE − Er = c1 c2 = 24, where Er denotes the sum of
the edge lengths of the polytope (rP )◦ . If r > 1 is such that KX + rL is
nef, we can write similar formulas in terms of the adjoint polytope (rP )◦ .
Instead of using Fr and Er , it might make more sense to use the volumes
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Vol((rP )◦ ), since they play a role in Ehrhart theory. This produces several
different formulas for the degree of the second dual variety similar to (3.1).
Corollary 3.9. — Assume KX + 3L is nef. Then
deg2 X (2) =12 Vol((2P )◦ ) + 15F2 + 20E2 − 56 Vol(P ) + 24F + 8E − 8V
deg2 X (2) =19 Vol((3P )◦ ) − 3 Vol((2P )◦ ) − 126 Vol(P ) + 54F
+ 48E − 8V − 480.
Proof. — As KX + 3L is nef,
Vol((2P )◦ ) =(2L − c1 )3 = 8L3 − 12c1 L2 + 6c21 L − c31 ,
Vol((3P )◦ ) =(3L − c1 )3 = 27L3 − 27c1 L2 + 9c21 L − c31 ,
which gives
3c21 L = Vol((3P )◦ ) − Vol((2P )◦ ) − 19 Vol(P ) + 15F,
c31 =2 Vol((3P )◦ ) − 3 Vol((2P )◦ ) − 30 Vol(P ) − 42F.
The second formula follows from Proposition 2.6. The first formula can be
deduced similarly.

We end this section with the (short!) classification of 2-defective 2-jet
spanned smooth toric embeddings of dimension three.
Corollary 3.10. — The only smooth, 2-jet spanned toric embedding
of a smooth threefold that is 2-defective, is (P3 , OP3 (2)).
Proof. — Assume KX + L is nef. Rewrite the formula in Theorem 3.7 as
5 Vol(P ) + 57(Vol(P ) − F) + 28E − 8V + 58 Vol(P ◦ ) + 51F1 + 20E1 .
Note that Vol(P ) > 0, Vol(P ) − F = L3 − c1 L2 = L2 (L − c1 ) > 0, and that
Vol(P ◦ ), F1 , E1 > 0 (since L − c1 is nef). As P is 2-regular, each edge of P
has length > 2 by Proposition 3.3. It follows that we can “put” a simplex
at each vertex of P such that the simplices don’t overlap on the edges of P .
2
This implies that E > 3V. Therefore, 28E − 8V > 0. Hence c3 (PX
(L)) > 0
when KX + L is nef, so (X, L) is not 2-defective.
If KX + L is not nef, then by Lemma 3.6 there are only three cases
to consider. If (X, L) = (P3 , OP3 (2)), then it is easy to see that j2 is an
2
2
isomorphism, hence PX
(L) is trivial, and so c3 (PX
(L)) = 0. We have
2
10
2
PX (OP3 (3)) = ⊕1 OP3 (1) and thus c3 (PX (L)) = 120. Finally, the last case
(X, L) = (P(OP1 (a), OP1 (b), OP1 (c)), 2ξ) was shown to be not 2-defective in
Example 2.7.
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4. Non k-regular toric varieties: the case of rational
normal scrolls
In this section we consider rational normal scrolls. These varieties are
toric (indeed they are defined by Cayley polytopes), but not k-jet spanned
for k > 2. Since the kth osculating spaces are defined using the image of the
kth jet map, when the rank of the kth jet map is strictly less than the rank
k
of the kth jet bundle PX
(L), we cannot use the jet bundle to compute the
degree of the kth dual variety as in the case of k-jet spanned varieties. In
the case of scrolls, however, it is in some cases possible to identify bundles
that replace the jet bundles in the degree computations, see [21] and [22].
Higher dual varieties of rational normal scrolls were studied in [27]. In the
classical case k = 1, the formula for the dimension of the dual variety and a
combinatorial formula for its degree are particular cases of results obtained
by the study of resultant varieties in [11, Section 5].
Fix n > 2. Let (X, L) = (P(OP1 (d1 ) ⊕ . . . ⊕ OP1 (dn )), ξ), where 0 < d1 6
. . . 6 dn and ξ is the tautological line bundle of P(OP1 (d1 ) ⊕ . . . ⊕ OP1 (dn )),
Pn
be a smooth rational normal scroll. Let m + 1 = 1 (di + 1), so that the
embedding is X ,→ Pm . Equivalently, (X, L) is the toric variety associated
to the Cayley polytope P = Cayley(d1 ∆1 , . . . , dn ∆1 ).
It is shown in [27, Prop. 1, p. 1057] that given k, 1 6 k 6 dn , by setting
d0 = 0, there is a uniquely defined integer ik such that
0 6 ik 6 n − 1 and dik + 1 6 k 6 dik +1 ,
and
(
dim X

(k)

=

Pik
m + 1 − kn + j=1
(k − 1 − dj )
Pn−1
m − kn + j=1 (k − 1 − dj ) = dn − k

if
if

0 6 ik 6 n − 2
ik = n − 1

Proposition 4.1. — If d1 > k, then dim X (k) = m + 1 − kn and
Pn
degk X (k) = kd − k(k − 1)n, where d = i=1 di is the degree of X.
Proof. — Since d1 > k is equivalent to ik = 0, the assertion concerning
the dimension follows from [27, Prop. 1, p. 1057]. In order to prove the
formula for the degree, we shall use results from [21]. There, it is shown
that there exists a bundle Ek∨ representing the kth osculating spaces to X
almost everywhere. In the case of rational normal scrolls, if k 6 d1 , the rank
of the matrix Ak of [27, p. 1050], which is equal to the rank of jk , is equal
to kn + 1 everywhere, hence the bundle Ek∨ represents the kth osculating
spaces to X everywhere and Ek∨ = Imjk . Now X (k) is equal to the image
of P(Kerjk∨ ) ⊆ X × Pm ∨ via the second projection. Since the dimension of
P(Kerjk∨ ) is m−kn−1+n and the dimension of X (k) is m+1−kn (so that we
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may say that X is k-defective with defect m−kn−1+n−m−1+kn = n−2
for n > 3), it follows that the degree of X (k) can be computed as follows:
degk X (k) = p∗ (η m+1−kn )ξ n−2 = s2 (Kerjk∨ )ξ n−2 = c2 (Ek∨ )ξ n−2 ,
where p : P(Kerjk∨ ) → X and η denotes the tautological bundle on P(Kerjk∨ )
(the one coming from the tautological bundle on Pm ∨ ). From [21, p. 562] it
follows that c(Ek∨ ) = (1 + k(d − n(k − 1))F )(1 − 2kF + ξ), where F is the
class of a fiber of X → P1 , so that
c2 (Ek∨ )ξ n−2 = kd − nk(k − 1),
since F 2 = 0 and F · ξ n−1 = 1.



Corollary 4.2. — Let P = Cayley(d1 ∆1 , . . . , dn ∆1 ) be a smooth Cayley polytope, n > 2, and (X, L) the corresponding toric embedding. For any
integer k with 1 6 k 6 min{d1 , . . . , dn }, it holds that codim X (k) = kn − 1
and degk X (k) = k Vol(P ) − k2 V, where V = 2n denotes the number of
vertices of P .
Assume k = 1. Since i1 = 0 always, we have
dim X (1) = m + 1 − n = m − 1 − (n − 2),
and hence X is defective with defect n − 2 iff n > 3, as is well known.
Moreover, for k = 1, we get deg X ∨ = d = deg X, which is equally well
known to hold for any ruled, non-developable variety.
Consider the case n = 3. The formula (3.6) of [24, Thm. 3.4] gives δ1 = 0
and δ2 = deg X ∨ , so that
deg X ∨ = −2 Vol(P ) + 3F − 3E + 2V,
which is easily computed to be equal to d = d1 + d2 + d3 = Vol(P ), in
agreement with Proposition 4.1. For k = 2, the formula of Proposition 4.1
gives deg X (2) = 2(d − 3). From Examples 3 and 4 in [27, pp. 1055–57]
we know that if d1 = d2 = d3 = 2, then X (2) is equal to the strict dual
variety of X and is itself a rational normal scroll of the same type as X,
in particular it has the same degree d = 6. In the case d1 = d2 = 2, d3 = 3,
then X (2) is a rational non-normal scroll of type (2, 2, 2, 2); in particular
it has degree 8, which is in agreement with the formula of Proposition 4.1,
deg X (2) = 2(2 + 2 + 3 − 3).
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5. Tropicalization of higher duals of toric varieties
In this section, we consider equivariant embeddings of toric varieties of
any dimension, not necessarily smooth and not necessarily normal. The aim
is to describe the tropicalization of their k-th dual varieties, for any k. Our
results are a direct generalization of the corresponding results for the case
k = 1 obtained in [11, 12]. We refer the reader to these papers and to the
references therein (in particular, to Chapter 9 in [29]), for the background
of this section.

5.1. Preliminaries on the tropicalization of algebraic varieties
Let X ⊂ Pm be a projective variety, Y the (affine) cone over X and I their
defining ideal. For our purposes it will be enough to consider the case in
which I is defined over Q, which we view with the trivial valuation. Given a
P
weight w ∈ Rm+1 and a polynomial F = α∈S Fα xα ∈ Q[x0 , . . . , xm ], the
P
initial polynomial inw (F ) is the subsum hα,wi=µ Fα xα of terms where the
minimum µ = min{hα, wi, α ∈ S, Fα =
6 0} is attained. The tropicalization
of Y then equals (as a set)
trop(Y ) = {w ∈ Rm+1 , inw (F ) is not a monomial for any F ∈ I, F 6= 0}.
(5.1)
Thus, it coincides with those real weights w for which the initial ideal
with respect to w of the defining ideal I, contains no monomial. Equivalently, given an algebraically closed field K of characteristic 0 with a
non-trivial non-Archimedean valuation val : K∗ → R and residue field of
characteristic zero, trop(Y ) equals the closure of the (coordinatewise) image
by val of the variety in the torus (K∗ )m+1 defined by I, by Kapranov’s
Theorem [15].
Let Tm denote the torus of Pm . Recall that trop(Y ) is a rational polyhedral
fan of the same dimension as the “very affine” variety Y ∩ Tm [3], which
captures the asymptotic directions of Y ∩ Tm [30, Prop. 2.3]. We denote by
Rm+1 /∼ the quotient linear space, where we identify a point w ∈ Rm+1
with all points in the line Lw = {w+λ(1, . . . , 1), λ ∈ R}, and let π : Rm+1 →
Rm+1 /∼ be the projection. We can identify Rm+1 /∼ with Rm . As the ideal
I is homogeneous, for any w ∈ trop(Y ) it holds that the whole line Lw is
contained in trop(Y ). Thus, it makes sense to define the tropicalization of
X as the projection trop(X) = π(trop(Y )).
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5.2. Parametrization of the higher dual varieties
Consider a configuration of lattice points A = {r0 , . . . , rm } ⊂ Zn as in
Section 3, and let ιA : XA ,→ Pm be the associated toric embedding. Let
A ∈ Z(n+1)×(m+1) denote the matrix with columns {(1, r0 ), . . . , (1, rm )}
and let 1 be the point (1 : · · · : 1) in the torus of XA , i.e., a general point
of XA . Then, P(Rowspan(A)) can be identified with the embedded tangent
space TXA ,1 to XA at this point.
It is also straightforward to construct a matrix describing the higher
osculating spaces at 1. Given any matrix A as above, call
v0 = (1, . . . , 1), v1 , . . . , vn ∈ Zm+1 the row vectors of A. Set k = 2 and
denote by vi ∗ vj ∈ Zm+1 the vector given by the coordinatewise product
n+2
of these vectors. We define the following matrix A(2) ∈ Z( 2 )×(m+1)


v0


..


.




vn




v
∗
v


1
1
A(2) = 
(5.2)
,


v1 ∗ v2


..




.



 vn−1 ∗ vn
vn ∗ vn
where the last rows are given by the products vi ∗ vj , 1 6 i 6 j 6 n. Then,
P(Rowspan(A(2) )) = T2XA ,1 describes the second osculating space of XA at
the point 1.
Example 5.1. — Let d ∈ N and let A ∈ Z2×d be the matrix with rows
(1, . . . , 1), (0, 1, . . . , d). The corresponding matrix A(2) is precisely the matrix
C in Example 3.1.
More generally, let A be as above, and, for any α ∈ Nn+1 , denote by
vα = α0 v0 ∗ · · · ∗ αn vn ∈ Zm+1 the vector obtained as the coordinatewise
product of (α0 times the row vector v0 ) times . . . times (αn times the row
vector vn ). Now, for given k, define the matrix A(k) as follows. Order the
vectors {vα : |α| 6 k} (for instance, by degree and then
 by lexicographic
order with 0 > 1 > · · · > n), and let A(k) be the n+k
× (m + 1) integer
k
matrix with these rows. We then have:
Lemma 5.2. — The projectivization of the rowspan of A(k) equals the
k-th osculating space TkXA ,1 . This space only depends on the toric variety
XA and not on the choice of the matrix A (and associated matrix A(k) ) we
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use to rationally parametrize the variety XA . Moreover, ιA is generically
k-jet spanned if and only if the rank of A(k) is maximal.
A configuration A as above defines a torus action on Pm as follows:
t ·A x = (tr0 x0 : · · · : trm xm ).
Note that XA = Orb(1) is the closure of the orbit of the point 1. For any
k, the k-osculating spaces at the points in the torus of XA are translated
by this action. We deduce that the k-th dual variety equals
[
(k)
XA =
Orb(y),
(5.3)
y∈Ker(A(k) )

where the orbits correspond to the action of the torus on the dual projective
space t ·0A y = (t−r0 y0 : · · · : t−rm ym ). In other words, we can rationally
(k)
parametrize XA as follows. Denote by Tn the n-torus. The k-dual variety
(k)
XA coincides with the closure of the image of the map
γk0 : P(Ker(A(k) )) × Tn → (Pm )∨ ,
given by
γk0 (y, t) = t ·0A y.

(5.4)

That is, the k-th dual variety is equal to the closure of the orbits (of the
action with weights A) of all the elements y in the kernel of A(k) .

5.3. Characterization of the tropicalizations of higher duals of
projective toric varieties
The explicit parametrization of higher duals of projective toric varieties
allows us to give the following description of their tropicalized version
(k)
trop(XA ) ⊂ Rm as the Minkowski sum of a classical linear space and
a tropical linear space. This result is a straightforward generalization of
Theorem 1.1 in [11], but we sketch the proof for the convenience of the
reader.
(k)

Theorem 5.3. — The tropicalization trop(YA ) ⊂ Rm+1 is equal to the
Minkowski sum
(k)

trop(YA ) = Rowspan(A) + trop(Rowspan(A(k) )).
(k)

Its image π(trop(YA )) in Rm+1 / ∼ gives the tropicalization of the k-th
(k)
dual variety XA .
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Proof. — As we can further parametrize Ker(A(k) ) by linear forms, we
can compose the rational parametrization (5.4) with a linear map to get a
(k)
rational parametrization of XA whose coordinates are given by monomials
in linear forms. Note that as this parametrization is defined over Q, the
(k)
defining ideal of XA is also defined over Q.
We can compute its tropicalization by means of Theorem 3.1 in [11]. As
the ideal of Ker(A(k) ) is just the space of linear forms vanishing on the
rowspan of the matrix, and the tropicalization of the torus action gives the
linear space Rowspan(A), we deduce the equality in the statement.

(k)

Remark 5.4. — In general, the intersection XA ∩ Tm of the k-th dual
(k)
variety with the torus Tm of Pm is dense in XA , but this might fail
in “border cases” as the following example, in which the tropicalization
(k)
trop(XA ) is empty but the projective k-th dual variety is not, shows. Let
A ⊂ Z3 be the configuration of lattice points given by the point r0 = (3, 0, 0)
plus the ten lattice points in 2∆3 . This is a non smooth, generically 2-jet
(2)
spanned configuration. Its second dual variety XA is non empty but it
does not intersect T10 . Therefore, trop(Rowspan(A(k) )) is empty (and also
(k)
trop(XA ) = ∅). See Corollary 5.7 for a precise characterization of when
this happens.
Remark 5.5. — We can also extend Corollary 4.5 and Theorem 4.6 in
[11] to compute tropically the dimension and the degree of higher dual
varieties associated to toric embeddings. We omit here precise statements
and proofs, since they are direct generalizations of the results in [11] and
we would need to introduce several definitions.
(k)
The dimension of XA coincides with the dimension of its tropicaliza(k)
tion (provided XA ∩ Tm 6= ∅), which by Theorem 5.3 equals the maximum of the dimensions of the sum of a cone in the tropical linear space
(k)
trop(Rowspan(A(k) )) and the linear space Rowspan(A). Thus, dim XA can
(k)
be computed via a description of the cones in trop(Rowspan(A ). This
tropical linear space is also denoted by B ∗ (A(k) ) and called the co-Bergman
fan of A(k) [29]. This space is well studied, and a characterization which
allows for an efficient implementation called TropLi, can be found in [28].
(k)
On the other hand, the tropical computation of degk (XA ) can be carried
out as in [11, Theorem 2.2]. Given a generic weight w ∈ Rm+1 , consider
(k)
the initial ideal of the vanishing ideal of XA with respect to w. The
multiplicities of the monomial primary components of this initial ideal, can
be translated into tropical multiplicities and characterized as the sum of
the absolute value of certain minors of A, which can be explicitly described
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in terms of w and chains of the supports of the vectors in the kernel of
A(k) . However, we do not know how to make a geometrical interpretation
of the terms in this sum. For classical discriminants, the algorithm deduced
from Theorem 4.6 in [11] has also been implemented by F. Rincón [28], and
could be extended to deal with degree computations for higher duals.
We are now interested in a direct description of when a given weight
lies in the tropicalization of the k-th dual variety, in terms of its induced
coherent marked subdivision of the convex hull N (A) of A [17]. A weight
vector w ∈ Rm+1 defines the coherent marked subdivision of N (A) given
by the collection of subsets of A corresponding to the domains of linearity
of the collection of affine functions describing the faces of the lower convex
hull of the set of lifted points {(ri , wi ), i = 0, . . . , m} in Rn+1 .
(k)
Note that XA can be identified with the closure in the parameter
space (with variables x = (x0 , . . . , xm )) of the vectors of coefficients x of
Pm
polynomials FA (x, t) = i=0 xi tri in n variables with support A, for which
the hypersurface of the n-torus {t : FA (x, t) = 0} has a singular point,
that is, where FA and all its partials (with respect to the t-variables) up to
order k vanish. This point of view leads to a characterization of the points
(k)
u ∈ trop(YA ) via a generalization of Theorem 2.9 in [12].
We denote by ⊕, the tropical operations in R ∪ {+∞} given by a ⊕ b :=
min{a, b} and a b := a + b. Given u ∈ Rm+1 , consider the tropical
polynomial on Rm+1 defined by
pA,u (w) = ⊕m
i=0 ui

w ri ,

where wri is understood tropically. Thus, pA,u (w) equals the minimum
of the linear forms ui + hw, ri i for i = 0, . . . , m. For any (not necessarily
homogeneous) polynomial Q(y0 , . . . , yn ) in R[y0 , . . . , yn ], we define the Euler
∂pA,u
derivative ∂Q
with respect to Q, as the subsum of those terms in pA,u
corresponding to all points ri ∈ A for which Q(ri ) 6= 0. In particular, when
Q is the constant polynomial 1, the corresponding Euler derivative equals
pA,u .
We consider tropical polynomials pA,u (w) with vector of coefficients
u = val(x) (that is, u = (val(x0 ), . . . , val(xm ))) and we translate tropically
the conditions of the vanishing of all partials of the polynomial FA (x, t) at
some point t in the torus. We have the following theorem.
Theorem 5.6. — Let A be a lattice configuration as above, and fix
(k)
k ∈ N. A point u ∈ Rm+1 lies in the tropicalization trop(YA ) of the cone
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over the k-th dual variety of the associated toric variety XA if and only if
\
Q∈Q[y1 ,...,yn ],deg(Q)6k

V(

∂pA,u
) 6= ∅.
∂Q

(5.5)

This intersection is given by a finite number of Euler derivatives of pA,u .
The case k = 1 is precisely the content of Theorem 2.9 in [12]. The proof
of the general case follows the same lines. Therefore we only give a sketch
here and refer to that proof (and the previous results in [12]) for the details.
Proof. — Call Wu the set defined by the intersection in (5.5). For each
subset A of A for which there exists a rational polynomial QA of degree
at most k whose zero locus intersects A on A, pick such a polynomial
QA . Therefore, Wu equals the finite intersection corresponding to these
polynomials QA and it is a closed set.
As before, let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0 with
a non-trivial non-Archimedean valuation val : K∗ → R, with residue field
of characteristic zero. We may moreover assume that the image of the
(k)
valuation is R. Assume u lies in the tropicalization of YA , with u = val(x) =
(val(x0 ), . . . , val(xm )), with x ∈ (K∗ )m+1 , and there exists a point q ∈ (K∗ )n
for which FA (x, t) and all its partials (with respect to the t-variables) up
P
to order k vanish. Note that for any rational polynomial Q = |α|6k Qα tα
Pm
of degree at most k, the polynomial EQ (F )(x, t) := i=0 Q(ri )xi tri also
vanishes at q. Then, the vector b = val(q) lies in the tropical zero set of the
∂pA,u
tropicalization of EQ (F ), which equals ∂Q
. Therefore, the vector b lies in
∂p

A,u
V ( ∂Q
), and so the intersection (5.5) is non empty, proving the “only if”
statement.
To prove the converse, let b be a point in Wu . Then, for any rational
polynomial Q of degree at most k, the minimum of the linear forms ui +
hb, ri i is attained for at least two different indices i1 , i2 for which Q(ri1 ) 6=
0, Q(ri2 ) 6= 0. This happens if and only if for all these Q, the point (u, b)
lies in V (LQ ), where LQ is the tropical polynomial in (m + 1) + n variables
L
defined by LQ (v, w) := ri ∈A−{Q=0} vi wri . Note that any vector in the
P
rowspan of A(k) is of the form (Q(r0 ), . . . , Q(rm )), where Q = α6k Qα tα
is a polynomial of degree at most k. With the same arguments as in
Proposition 2.8 in [12], we see that these polynomials LQ form a tropical
basis of the incidence variety Hk of those (x, q) ∈ K(m+1)×n for which q is
a singular point of FA (x, t) where all derivatives up to order k vanish. By
Kapranov’s theorem, there is a point (x, b) ∈ Hk such that u = val(x) and
(k)
b = val(q), and so u ∈ trop(YA ), as wanted.
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We also deduce the following.
Corollary 5.7. — Let A be a lattice configuration as above and k ∈ N.
(k)
(k)
Then, trop(XA ) is empty (or equivalently, XA does not intersect the
m
torus Tm of P ) if and only if there exists a polynomial Q of degree at most
k which vanishes at all points in A but one.
(k)

Proof. — It follows from (5.3) that XA ∩ Tm = ∅ if and only if
Ker(A(k) ) ∩ Tm = ∅. This is equivalent to the existence of a linear form with
support a single variable, let’s say xm , in the ideal of this kernel; that is, to
the fact that the vector (0, 0, . . . , 1) lies in the rowspan of A(k) . But, as we
remarked in the proof of Theorem 5.6, the linear forms in the rowspan of
A(k) are exactly those with coefficients (Q(r0 ), . . . , Q(rm )), where Q runs
(k)
over all polynomials Q of degree at most k. So, XA ∩ Tm = ∅ if and only
if there exists a polynomial Q of degree at most k vanishing at all points of
A except at rm .

Let us note that already in the case k = 1, it is
 not enough in general to consider in (5.5) the vanishing of only n+k
derivatives (see [12,
k
Example 2.5]).
We end with a simple example where we show a tropical curve corre(2)
sponding to coefficients u such that π(u) ∈ trop(XA ).
Example 5.8. — Let A = 3∆2 ∩ Z2 , where we order the points as follows:
A = {(0, 0), (1, 0), (2, 0), (3, 0), (0, 1), (1, 1), (2, 1), (0, 2), (1, 2), (0, 3)},
and we write the generic polynomial with support in A
fA (x, t) = x0 t(0,0) + · · · + x9 t(0,3) ,

t = (t1 , t2 ).

The linear space KerK (A ) consists of all vectors x ∈ K∗ 10 of coefficients
of polynomials fA (x, t) with derivatives vanishing up to order 2 at the point
(k)
1. When all xi 6= 0, the real vector u = val(x) ∈ R10 lies in trop(YA ).
Moreover, the tropical curve V (pA,u ) has a singular point at (0, 0) =
∂pA,u
val(1), and the origin is in the intersection of the loci V ( ∂Q
) of all Euler
derivatives corresponding to polynomials Q of degree at most two. This
means that if we delete all points lying on any conic, there is a tie in
the minimum of the valuations of at least two of the remaining points. A
choice is given by the vector u = (4, 1, 2, 3, 1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1). In Figure 1, we
show V (pA,u ) on the left. The three rays meeting at the rightmost vertex
have multiplicity one, and the others have multiplicity two. On the right
∂pA,u
we also depict V ( ∂Q
) for Q1 (w1 , w2 ) = (w1 + w2 − 1)(w1 + w2 − 2),
j
Q2 (w1 , w2 ) = w1 w2 . We see that the origin is the only point in V (pA,u )
(2)
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which lies in the intersection of these tropical varieties and so (0, 0) is the
(2)
only singular point of V (pA,u ). The second dual variety XA ⊂ (P9 )∨ has
the expected dimension 2 + 9 − 5 = 6. In this small case, we can compute its
ideal I using any Computer Algebra System. Using Singular [6], we found
for instance the following polynomial h ∈ I:
h = 4x6 x27 − 4x5 x7 x8 + 4x4 x28 + 3x25 x9 − 12x4 x6 x9 .

Figure 5.1. The tropical curve V (pA,u ) and the curves of two of its
second Euler derivatives. (The figures were made using The Tropical
Maple Package [18].)

The u-weights of the five monomials in h are respectively equal to (2+2, 1+1+
1, 1+2, 2+1, 1+1+1). We thus check that inu (h) = −4x5 x7 x8 +4x4 x28 +3x25 x9
is not a monomial, as predicted. However, note that in cases where the ideal
cannot be computed, we can still determine (via Theorems 5.3 and 5.6) all
weights in the tropicalization.
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